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We attach to every finitely generated nilpotent-by-Abelian-by-finite group G a closed subset 
a(G) of a sphere and demonstrate that this geometric invariant measures certain finiteness 
properties of G. such as being finitely presented, constructible, coherent, or polycyclic-by-finite. 
Introduction 
Finitely generated soluble groups occurring in applications are often nilpotent-by- 
Abelian-by-finite, that is, they contain normal subgroups NaHa G such that N is 
nilpotent, H/NAbelian, and G/H finite; in symbols GE ‘WI’$. This is, in particular, 
the case when G is a finitely generated soluble group with a faithful linear representa- 
tion. In [4] we constructed for every finitely generated ZQ-module A, where Q 
denotes a finitely generated Abelian group of torsion-free rank n, a subset .ZA of the 
unit sphere S”-’ c IR”. This construction is shown here to lead to an invariant a(G) 
for all finitely generated groups G in !J?%~. The invariant o(G) will be a subset of a 
certain sphere S(G). 
A soluble-by-finite group G is coherent if all its finitely generated subgroups are 
finitely related; it is constructible (in the sense of Baumslag-Bieri [l]) if it can be 
obtained from the trivial group by applying finitely often the processes of forming 
an ascending HNN-extension over a base group already obtained, and of passing to 
a supergroup of finite index of a group already obtained. Our main application 
characterizes poly-cyclic-by-finite and finitely generated soluble-by-finite, coherent 
respectively constructible, groups in terms of cr(?). One should note that these 
finitely generated groups are of finite Priifer rank and hence automatically in ‘%!?I~. 
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Theorem A. Let G be a finitely generated group in RUij. Then: 
(i) G is polycyclic-by-finite if and only if o(G) is empty. 
(ii) G is coherent if and only if a(G) contains at most one point. 
(iii) G is constructible if and only if a(G) is contained in an open hemisphere. 
Corollary B. If G is a finitely generated group in !X?l then G is constructible (resp. 
coherent, resp. polycyclic) if and only if its metabelian top G/G” is so. 
The statement of Corollary B becomes false if ‘finitely presented’ is added to the 
list: it is true that the metabelian top G/G” of a finitely presented soluble group is 
again finitely presented (4, Corollary 5.61, but a finitely generated group G in %$?l 
need not be finitely related if G/G” is so; see, e.g., [4, Subsection 5.41. 
1. The invariant 22 
In this section we recall the definition.of Zi and some of its properties; we also 
analyse the behaviour of Zi with respect o a change of groups v, : Q, -, Q. The main 
sources are [4, Section 21 and [5, Sections 1 and 21. 
1.1. Let Q be a finitely generated Abelian group of torsion-free rank n. By a 
va/uation of Q we mean a homomorphism u: Q-R of Q into the additive group of 
the reals. Two valuations IJ, u’ are called equivalent if they are positive scalar 
multiples of one another; the set S(Q) of all equivalence classes [u] of non-zero 
valuations o will be called the valuation sphere of Q. This sphere carries the 
structure inherited from Hom(Q, lR)z HomZ(Z”, W). First of all it is, as a topological 
space, homeomorphic to the unit sphere P-r c IR”. Also, we can talk of subspheres, 
and of open and closed hemispheres of S(Q); and there is the antipodal map 
S(Q)-S(Q) sending [u] to -[u] = [--01. M oreover, one has the notion of the 
(convex) sum of subsets of S(Q): if Zt and & are subsets of S(Q) we define their sum 
by 
Z1+Z2={[u]~u=~IuI+~2u~#OandO~~j~R}. (1.1) 
Next let Q,$ Q be a subgroup of Q. Define S(Q, Qo) to be the subsphere of S(Q) 
made up of all those valuation classes [u] whose representatives vanish on Qo, in 
other words 
~(Q,Q~)=([uIES(Q)I~(~~=O}. 
Let S(Q, Qo)C denote the set-theoretic complement of this subsphere. A 
homomorphism (p: Q,+Q of finitely generated Abelian groups will then induce a 
continuous map 
cp*:S(Q, im ulPS(QA [ul - 10 o VI. 
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Note that S(Q,im 9) is empty if 9 has finite cokernel; then 9*:S(Q)kS(Q,) is an 
embedding whose image is the subsphere S(Qi, ker 9) of S(Q,).If, on the other hand, 
9 is injective 9* is surjective. 
1.2. There is an explicit model of S(Q) which is often useful: every surjective homo- 
morphism 19: Q-HZ” onto the standard lattice Z” in IR” gives rise to a homeo- 
morphism 
t9*:S”-‘={~EIR”~(~,u)=~}~S(Q), u-[u,], 
where o,(q) = (U, Bq) and where, as always, n denotes the torsion-free rank of Q. If 
9:Q,+Q is a homomorphism and the maps 19,: Qi~7Z”l and ti:Q-nL?” are as 
before, there exists a unique homomorphism @:H”l+E” rendering the square 
9: Ql- Q 
p: Z”’ - Z” 
commutative. This square, in turn, gives rise to a new square 






9*: {ffES”-i~9”U#o} -Pi-‘, u-- 
Il@Q4I * 
In it @P denotes the transposed (or adjoint) of the linear extension lR”I+R” of the 
homomorphism 9 : Z”I+Z”. 
1.3. Consider next an arbitrary ZQ-module A; let Z=Ann&)aZQ be its 
annihilator ideal and C(A) = 1 + Z its centralizer in ZQ. We attach to A a subset z,_r 
of S(Q) by putting 
where supp(l)c Q consists of all elements q with non-zero coefficient in A. One 
infers from (1.2) that ZA iS open in S(Q) and that z_,t =&Q/Ann(,+. The set-theoretic 
complement zi = S(Q)\XA is therefore compact. For the proof of the following 
lemma see [4] and [5]; but note that the Q-modules A’, A and A” are not assumed to 
be finitely generated, so that one of our former arguments needs a slight adjustment 
which we leave as an exercise. 
Lemma 1.1. (a) Zf A, A' are Q-modules and Ann&A) G Annro(A’) then 22 2 22,. 
(b) Zf A is a Q-module, Z its annihilator, fi= {A E izQ 1 Am E Z for some m 11) the 
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radical of I and Pi, . . . , P, are ideals with PI rl Pzn e-- II P, = 0, then 
.E; = Z&,* = Z&‘7 = .&J/p, u * * - u .&/pm. 
(c) lfA’hA++A” isashort exactsequenceof Q-modules then22 =.Z;UCi.. 0 
Remark. The original definition of ZA, as given in [4, Subsection 2.21, works only 
for finitely generated Q-modules and is then equivalent to the one adopted above 
[4, Proposition 2.11. Since in the sequel we want to be able to view a ZQ-module A 
over the group ring ZQ,, of a subgroup Qol Q, whereby A might very well be finitely 
generated over ZQ, but infinitely generated over HQc, we allow infinitely generated 
modules from the outset. 
1.4. A conjecture. Let cp :Q, + Q be a homomorphism of finitely generated Abelian 
groups, A a Q-module and A, the Q,-module obtained from A by pulling back the 
action via CJ?. Then each point [o] EZJ~ rS(Q) with oo~#O gives rise to a point 
[u 0 ~1 E ZJj, c S(Q,); for a centralizer L t E ZQi showing that [o 0 p] belonged by (1.2) 
to z,4,9 would map under the canonical ring homomorphism p*:ZQi-ZQ to a 
centralizer 1= cp&i) exhibiting that [u] belonged to ZA, a contradiction. Bringing 
the map rp*: S(Q, im p)‘+S(Q,), introduced in 1.1, into play this observation can be 
stated as 
O*(~~ns(Q,im~)‘)~~~,. (1.3) 
We conjecture inclusion (1.3) is always an equality. This is true when v, has finite 
cokernel (apply Proposition 2.3 of [4] to ZQ/Ann&A)). Next the canonical 
factorization 10 R: Q,+im +Q of cp gives rise to a canonical factorization of (o*, 
namely I* 
S(Q, im OY - S(im ~0) &+ S(Q,) 
U U U 
22 n S(Q, im e@ - -G, _ ZC Al 
(cf. the end of 1.1). In the above A0 denotes A with action restricted to im p. The 
diagram shows that we can concentrate on inclusions Ed = I: Qi-Q; moreover, by 
passing to subgroups of finite indices we can assume, if need be, that Qr is a direct 
factor of a free Abelian group Q. 
1.5. To see better where the problem now lies, consider the special case where Q is 
free of rank 3 and Q, is a direct factor of rank 2; choose (9, and L9 so that @:Z2*Z3 
takes (x1,x2) to (xl,x2,0), and replace S(Qi) and S(Q) by their explicit models (see 
1.2). Then 
@ *: s* \{(0,0,1),(0,0,-l)}+S’, 
~uI,u*,~3~~~~I,u*~~~u:+u:~~. 
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Let A = ZQ/I be a (cyclic) Q-module and set A, = ZQ,/(ZQ, fl I). The problem is to 
show that (u,,u~)ES’ must belong to ZA, if the open meridian (@*)-,{(u,,uz)} G S2 
lies in ZA. Phrased more algebraically: if for all reals r~]-1, 1[ there exists A,EI 
such that 
((ul(l-r2)t,U2(1-y2)t r) 19 ’ ’ 4 )>O 
for all q E supp(1 + A,), then ZQ, r31 must contain an element h such that 
WIr~2)rfl,q)>O 
for all q E supp( 1 + A) 5 Q,. This reformulation of the problem reveals the heart of 
the matter to be a problem in elimination theory. 
1.6. A partial solution. Resorting to the connection with valuations of a field, 
discussed in [5, Section 21, the problem can be shown to have an affirmative answer 
in important special cases. Let cp : Q,-+Q be an inclusion, A a Q-module and A I the 
Q,-module obtained from A via p. Set I= Ann&l). Since ZQ is Noetherian there 
exist finitely many prime ideals P,, P2, . . . , P, whose intersection equals the radical 
\lf= (A E iZQ 11”‘~ I for some m 11) of I. It follows that l/m, the radical being 
taken in ZQ,, coincides with the intersection of the prime ideals EQ,n P,. Since by 
Lemma 1.1 (b) we have 
and similarly for Zi,, we can concentrate attention on a domain A = ZQ/P and the 
subdomain A, = (ZQ, + P)/P generated by the canonical image of Q,. 
1.7. Suppose now [u,] belongs to 22,. By [5, Theorem 2.11 there exists an ordered 





all in such a way that the composite 
Q,++im(w,oK,)>-*E? 
equals ul. In the above, K, takes qEQ, to q+PEA,. Choose elements q,,...,qkof 
Q whose canonical images in the field of fraction Quot(A) of A form a transcend- 
ence basis of Quot(A) over Quot(A,). Let Qe.be the subgroup of Q generated by 
Q,u(q,,.... qk} and let A0 denote the subdomain of A generated by the canonical 
image of Q. in A. The valuation wI :A ,-+f, U { CQ } extends uniquely to a valuation 
wo:.4+r,U{m} taking each of q,,..., qk to 0; see, e.g., [6,VI, $10.11. Next extend 
w. to a valuation w’:A -+TU {m} where the value group f contains r, as a subgroup 
of finite index. Since Q is finitely generated there exists a largest isolated subgroup 
d sr which does not contain all of w’@(Q)), where K: Q-*A takes q E Q to 
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q + P E A. Let w be the composite 
w:A-+TU{oo)++f/d U{ao}. 
This is again a valuation and im( w 0 K) will be an Archimedean subgroup of f/d, so 
that we can find an increasing homomorphism r: im(w 0 K)-R. Let o : Q+ IR be the 
composite 
u:Q--Him(woK) TIR. 
By [5, Theorem 2.11 the point [u] belongs to ,?I$. Two cases arise: 
Case (A): Qt $Z ker u. As im(w’oK(Qt)) = im(w, 0 K,(Q,)) is Archimedean, this 
means that d nim(w’oK(Qt))= (0). It follows that [uo9] = [ut], where 9: Qt-Q is 
the inclusion, and thus [u] ~2); is the desired preimage of [u,] E&, under the map 
vl*:S(Q> Qh’--VQ,). 
Case (B): Qt G ker u. Then, first of all, d #0 and so r, and hence r,, are not 
Archimedean. In addition, A cannot be a finitely generated Ae-module. To see this, 
let q E Q be an element with u(q) > 0. Then q-t + P is not integral over Ae. Otherwise 
there would exist a manic polynomial f(X) E EQe[X] of degree m, say, such that 
f(q-‘) E I= Ann&). The element 
A = 1 - @“..(q-‘) E 4. ZQohl 
would centralize A, and since Qo=qp(Q,,ql, . . . , qk) c ker u we would clearly have 
u(q’)>O for every q’esupp 1. By (1.2) this would force [u] to 1i.e in &, 
contradicting our previous statement hat [u] E Z;. 
1.8. We add a comment. Call a point [u] ES(Q) which can be represented by a 
valuation u: Q-nZc, R, a discrete-valuation point. If 2 is any subset of S(Q) let 
dis 2 denote the set of all discrete-valuation points in Z. For every homomorphism 
9:Qt-Q the induced mapping 9*:S(Q,im 9) ‘-S(Q,) sends discrete-valuation 
points to discrete-valuation points and so restricts to a mapping 9*: dis S(Q, im 9)‘+ 
dis S(Qt). Finally if, in the set-up of 1.7, [u,] belongs to dis Zi, the valuation w1 can 
be chosen to be a discrete valuation w1 :A, -rZU {m}; see [5, Theorem 2.21. Hence 
w : A+TU { 00 ) will also be a discrete valuation and only Case (A) will arise. 
1.9. The next proposition summarizes part of the preceding discussion: 
Proposition 1.2. Let 9: Q,+Q be a homomorphism of finitely generated Abelian 
groups, A a Q-module and A, the Q,-module obtained from A via 9. Then 
9*: S(Q, im 9)“-S(Q,) induces u map 
9*:&nS(Q,im v))~+.Z~, (1.4) 
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and a surjection 
If, in addition, HQ/Ann&A) is a finitely generated hQ,-module, then 
2’2 G S(Q, im ~0)’ and (1.4) is also a surjection. Cl 
1.10. As an application of Proposition 1.2 we obtain information on the qualitative 
behaviour of dis Ci with respect o tensor products. 
Theorem 1.3. If A, B are i2&-modules and the tensor product A@B over the 
integers is regarded as a iZQ-module with diagonal action, then 
disZ~~B5disZ~+disZ~. 
Proof. We consider the direct product Q x Q with the projections Xi: Q x Q+ Q 
and the diagonal embedding d : Qk Q x Q. Let M denote the Abelian group A 0 B 
considered as a Z(Qx Q)-module with full action, (q,p)(a@b) =qa@pb, where 
q, p E Q and a E A, b E B. Let u: Q-Z be a discrete valuation with [IJ] E Zjos. By 
Proposition 1.2 there is a discrete valuation u’: Q x Q-Z with [u’] E,& and such 
that u’od is equivalent to u. Now u’ can be written as u’=u~~~+ uZnt, where 
u;: Q+Z. Then u’od = ui + u2 and so [u] = [u, + u2]. We claim that [ul] EZ>U { [0]} 
and [u2] EE~J ([O]). 
Assume ul#O and let I EZQ be a centralizer of A. Then A@ 1 EZ(Q x Q) 
centralizes M. As u,(q) = u’((q, 1)) for every q E Q, and since [u’] E_Z$ there exists by 
(1.2) an element q E supp(J) with ul(q) = u’((q, 1))lO. Since this is true for all 
I E C(A) it follows, again by (1.2), that [u,] E .E,!,. Similarly, either u2= 0 or 
[U2]EZ& •1 
1.11. Illustration. Let Q be free Abelian of rank 2, choose an isomorphism 
19: Qqh2 and denote the preimages of (1.0) E h2 and (91) E Z2 by q1 and q2. Let Q 
act on the additive group of the rationals UJ via a homomorphism K: Q+Qx and 
denote the resulting module by A. If the K(qJ have the prime factorization 
K(qi)=+~{pm~p~p>Oprime} (i=1,2), 
and 9 denotes the set of primes actually occurring in either K(q,) or K(q2), then 
(19*)-‘(Zi) is given by 
(see [5, example 2.61). 
Now let A and A’ be given by the following specific choices of actions: 
KA(ql) = py” **. &I’, KA(Q) = 1, 
K,.t+71)= 1, KA&) = p;I” *.. p;r”, 
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where pl, ~2, . . . , pl are distinct primes and mlj,mzj are non-negative integers with 
mlj+m2j>Oforall j. ThenZ~~{(l,O)) and&,z{(O,l)), while 
t 
(mlj, m2j) 
z&4’~ 2 2 + lljll. 
Cm lj + m2j). 1 1 
A more drastic case is this: Set A = ZQ/ZQ. (1 - q2) and A ‘= ZQ/ZQ - (1 - 4,). 
ThenZ,$~{(+(1,0)}andZ~~={~(O,l)}, as can be seen directly from definition (1.2); 
see [5, Theorem 5.21 for a general discussion. The tensor product ABA’, however, 
is Q-isomorphic to ZQ whence ZiOA,~s’. 
1.12. Let Q be a finitely generated Abelian group and A a Q-module. The subset 
dis .Zi of Zi has a further useful property: it determines when an element q E Q is 
integral with respect to A, i.e. when there exists a manic integral polynomial 
f e Z[X] such that f(q) annihilates A. To be specific, let 
H4 = { LoI u(q) = 0) c S(Q) 
be the closed ‘hemisphere’ defined by q. (We allow q to be of finite order and hence 
R4 to be all of s(Q).) Then the proof of Theorem 4.8 in [5] shows that the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(8 -G G R4, 
(ii) dis 25 G R4, and 
(iii) q is integral with respect o A. 
By the rational convex closure of a set Z5; S(Q) we mean the intersection 2 of all 
closed hemispheres of the form A4 containing Z 
~=f-j{~,lwQ,-W%J. 
The equivalence of the statements (i) and (ii) above yields immediately. 
Proposition 1.4. For every Q-module A the rational convex closure of .Zi and dis Z: 
coincide. 
1.13. Another interesting geometric invariant is the smallest subsphere (of the form 
S(Q,P), PS Q) containing ,?I;. Clearly P is given by 
P={qEQlu(q)=O for all [o]E.Z~) 
={qEQIZ,kRRqnRq-l) 
=(q~QJdis~~~R~nR,-l}. 
The last inequality is justified by the equivalence of (i) and (ii). By the equivalence 
of (ii) and (iii) the subgroup P can also be described as consisting of all elements q E Q 
with both q and q-’ integral with respect to A. Put differently, P is made up of all 
elements q E Q for which there exists a polynomial f(X) E Z[X] with both leading 
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and trailing coefficient 1, and such that f(4) annihilates A. This subgroup P will 
play a principal role in the next section. 
2. Nilpotent-by-Abelian-by-finite groups 
2.1. Throughout this section G will denote a finitely generated group containing a 
pair (N,H) of normal subgroups NaH a G such that N is nilpotent, Q = H/N is 
Abelian and G/H is finite; note that Q will automatically be finitely generated. Put 
differently, G is a finitely generated group in the class ‘9%~ of all nilpotent-by- 
Abelian-by-finite groups. We call (N, H) an admissible pair (of subgroups) of G. As 
usual y;N will denote the i-th term of the lower central series of N, that is 
ytN=N and Yi+tN=[yiN,N] for iz 1. 
We shall use the abbreviation Nab= N&N. Note that Nab is a (left) H/N-module via 
conjugation. 
For every admissible pair (N, H) of G we consider the subset Z&c S(H/N). The 
aim of this section is to show that this subset ,?&, depends, in a sense to be made 
precise, only on G. 
2.2. Definition of S(G). Let (N,H) be an admissible pair of G. As in Subsection 
1.13, let P denote the largest subgroup of H, containing N and such that 
~~~,~S(H/N,P/N)={[U]IU:H/N~IR~~~ ulpIN=O}. 
There is another characterization of P which wiil turn out to be very useful. 
Proposition 2.1. The subgroup P is the largest locally polycyclic normal subgroup 
of H; in particular, P is a normal subgroup of G and it contains every nilpotent 
normal subgroup of H. 
Proof. First we show that P is locally polycyclic. For each q E P/N there exists a 
polynomial f(X) E Z[X] having both leading and trailing coefficient equal to 1 and 
such that f(q) annihilates Nab. This implies that each finitely generated P/N- 
submodule of Nab is finitely generated qua E-module, a property that is inherited by 
all tensor powers @Nab of Nab, the action being diagonal. But each factor 
yiN/yi+ t N is a H(H/N)-homomorphic image of the i-th tensor power @Nab. Using 
the fact that polycyclic groups are finitely presented the claim is easily completed by 
induction. 
Second, we prove that P is the largest normal subgroup of H which is locally 
polycyclic. Let P, a H be another normal subgroup which is locally polycyclic. Then 
so is their product P, -P by a result of Baer’s (see, e.g., [8, Theorem 2.311). It 
follows that H contains a largest locally polycyclic normal subgroup, say Pz. 
Choose a finite subset {al,az, . . . , a,) c Nab which generates Nab qua H/N-module; 
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such a subset exists since G and H are finitely generated groups and H/N is finitely 
presented. Let S5 Ptj,vzN be a finitely generated subgroup containing {a,, . . . ,a,} 
and such that SNab = P2/y2N. Then S will be polycyclic and hence 
Z(P2/N) - a, + I*- + H(P2/N) * a,,, t Sn Nab 
finitely generated qua Z-module. This implies that every Q E P2/N is integral with 
respect to Nab = H(H/N)a, + --- + Z(H/N)a,, whence Pzc P by the definition of P. 
The remaining assertions are now plain. 0 
If X is any group, the result of Baer’s quoted above implies that X contains a 
largest locally polycyclic normal subgroup P(X) aX. If Y aX is a normal subgroup 
of X then P(Y) = Yfl P(X); for Yfl P(X) c P(Y) by the maximality of P(Y) and 
P(Y) c P(X) since P(Y) is normal in X, being characteristic in Y and Y being normal 
in X. Going back to an admissible pair (N,H) of our group G we see, in particular, 
that P= P(H) depends only on H, and not on N as one might expect from the 
original definition in 1.13; that NlP(H) and that P(H) = Hn P(G). 
If (N, H) and (N’, H’) are admissible pairs of G, the new pair (Nt = NnN’, 
H, = Hfl H’) is also admissible (see Lemma 2.2 below). By the preceding remarks 
P(H,) = Hfl H’f-I P(G) = Hf-I P(H’) = P(H) f7 H’. 
The inclusions I: H,+H and I’: H,-+H’ induce therefore injections 
r; : H,/P(H,)MH/P(H) and I; : H,/P(H,)*H’/P(H’); as their cokernels are finite, 
they give in turn rise to homeomorphisms (I*)*:S(H/P(H))~S(H,/P(H~)) and 
(I+)*:S(H’/P(H’))~S(H~/P(H,)). In particular, we obtain a canonical homeo- 
morphism 
K(H,H’$S(H/P(H))~S(H/P(H,))‘=S(H’/P(H’)). (2.1) 
As K(H,H’) is induced by inclusions the family of those normal subgroups Ha G for 
which there exists a nilpotent normal subgroup N such that (N, H) is admissible, 
leads to a compatible system of homeomorphisms K(H,~) between the family of 
valuation spheres S(H/P(H)) so that we can identify them to obtain a single sphere, 
denoted S(G). 
Lemma 2.2. Let (N, H) be an admissible pair and N’ a H’a G normal subgroups of 
G, Assume H’/N’ is Abelian and G/N’ finite. Then (NflN’, Hfl H’) is 
admissible. 0 
2.3. The Comparison Theorem. If (N,H) is an admissible pair of G, let 
n: H/NdH/P(H) denote the canonical projection. It induces an injection 
7c*: S(H/P(H))sS(H/N, P(H)/N) c S(H/N). 
By the original definition of P= P(H) we know that &,, c S(H/N, P/N) and so 
o(N, H, G) = Or*) -‘(Z&J (2.2) 
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is an isomorphic copy of .&,. The inclusion o(N, H, G) c S(H/N, P/N) depends 
essentially only on G, as can be seen from the next result. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (N, H) and (N’, H’) be admissible pairs of a finitely generated 
group G in %I?@. Then the canonical homeomorphism K~H,~,:S(H/P(H))~ 
S(H’/P(H’)) maps a(N, H, G) onto o(N’, H’, G). 
Proof. Set N, = NflN’, H, = Hfl H’ as well as Q= H/N, Q’= H’/N’ and 
Q, = HI/N,. Note that the canonical images of Qi in Q respectively Q’ have finite 
index. The following diagram summarizes the situation: 
S(H/P(H)) - S(HI /P(HI )) - S(H’/P(H’)) 
I 77’ I 1 i?; I I II’* 
s(Q,P(H)N = S(QI,PW,)/NI) 1 I S(Q', P(H’)/N’) 
Both squares commute. If we denote by (Nab), the Q-module Nat, viewed as Qi- 
module, then I*(Z&,) =LicN,b), c S(Q,) by Subsection 1.4, and a similar statement 
holds for C&A,. It will therefore suffice to prove that the subsets z&,,),b and Z&&,), of 
S(QJ coincide. The inclusion Ni&N induces a Qi-module homomorphism 
factoring canonically like this: 
(N~=NI/[NI,N~I AN~/IN,,Nl 
P 
- NW,Nl = (Nab),; 
we shall prove that both a and p induce equalities 
EC (N,)ab=~~,/[N,,Nl=~~N~~ab),. 
As to p, consider the exact sequence of Qt-modules 
associated to the extension N, + N “N/N,. Since N/N, is contained in G/N,, 
which is a finitely generated, Abelian-by-finite group, it is finitely related and thus 
H,(N/N,; E) is a finitely generated Abelian group, as is (N/N&. Now Zi is empty 
whenever B is a module whose additive group if finitely generated (see, e.g., 
[4, Proposition 2.11). This fact, in conjunction with Lemma 1.1 (c), implies that 
XC NI/WI.NI =Z&‘&,* 
Concerning a, note first that 
NI/[NI 9 Nl = (N,hd(IK) * (N,)abr 
where IK denotes the augmentation ideal of K= N/N,. As N/HlnN is finite the 
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centralizer Hz= C,,(K) = C,,(N/N,) has finite index in HI and it contains, of 
course, N,. Set Qz= Hz/N, and view (N,)at, and N,/[Nt, NJ as Qz-modules. The 
inclusion Q+Q, has finite cokernel and so induces a homeomorphism S(Q,)3S(QZ); 
it will suffice to establish that Z&,jab=Z&,tN,,Nl as subsets of S(Q2); see Subsec- 
tion 1.4. Lemma 1.1 (b) tells us that this goal will be reached by proving that the 
radicals of the annihilators Ann aQz(Nl)ab and AnnzQzN1/[NI, N] coincide. Clearly 
Ann(NI),t, c Ann N,/[N,, N]. Conversely, let ,J, E ZQz annihilate N,/[Nt, N]. Since 
N is nilpotent there exists a natural number M such that (IK)m. (N&b= 0; here 
K= N/N,. But I. (N,)ab E (IK) * (Nl)ab and hence 
Am(N& c Am- ’ (IK) * (Nl)at,= UK) . A”‘- ‘(N,)at, 
C **a c (IK)m(N,)ab = 0. 
(The displayed equality holds since H2 centralizes K). 0 
2.4. Definition of o(G). The canonical homeomorphisms make it possible to 
define the valuation sphere S(G) by identifying the valuation spheres S(H/P(H)), 
where H runs over the normal subgroups of G for which there exists an admissible 
pair (N, H). The Comparison Theorem 2.3 allows to identify the subsets a(N, H, G), 
defined in (2.2), in a parallel manner. The resulting subset of S(G) will be denoted 
by o(G). 
3. Homomorphic images and subgroups 
3.1. Let G, and G be finitely generated groups in !J?%s and let w: Gt+G be a homo- 
morphism. If (N;, Hi) and (N, H) are admissible pairs of G, and G, respectively, 
consider the new pair (N,, HI) = (N;fl w-‘(N), H;fl y/-‘(H)) of G,. It is admissible 
by Lemma 2.2 and clearly t&N,) c N and v(H,) c H, so that we have an induced 
homomorphism v, = w*: Q, = H1/NI+Q = H/N. However, in spite of the existence 
of admissible pairs compatible with y/, one cannot define (p*: S(G) -----a S(Gt) taking 
a(G) into cr(Gt) in the obvious way. For as im v/ need not be normal in G, IJI(P(H,)) 
need not be contained in P(H), whence ~0 = IJ* : H,/P(H,) -----* H/P(H) cannot be 
defined in the obvious way. In addition, the subsets Z& c S(Q) and ZtVIjab c S(Q,) 
are related in the following complicated way (use Lemma 1.1 (a)): 
We describe below three situations in which useful results can be obtained. 
3.2. Epimorphisms behave nicely. With the obvious definitions we have: 
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Proposition 3.1. If II:G,++G is an epimorphism of finitely generated groups in 
‘!Wj then n induces an embedding q*=(n*)*:S(G)*S(G,) mapping o(G) into 
o(G,). 
Proof. If (N,,H,) is an admissible pair of G,, set N= n(N,) and H= #I,). Then 
n(P(H,)) c P(H) and consequently cp* = (n*)* : S(G) + S(G,) exists and is injective. 
Note that S(H/N, im cp) is empty. Moreover, 
by 1.4 and Lemma 1.1 (a). 0 
3.3. Next we consider inclusions I: G,GG where G, contains the nilpotent normal 
subgroup N of a suitable admissible pair (N, H) of G. Admittedly this case is rather 
special, but it leads to some instructive examples. The result below could be phrased 
in terms of S(G,), S(G) and o(G,), a(G), but we refrain from doing so lest we have to 
introduce an analog of S(H/N, im up)‘. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a finitely generated group in YRl& let (N, H) be an 
admissible pair of G and consider a finitely generated subgroup G, I G containing 
N. Set HI = G, n H, and let ~0: Q, = H/N+ Q = H/N be the canonical map. Then 
_Z&iscontainedir~S(Q,im~)~and theprojectioncp*:S(Q,imcp)++S(Q,) maps&& 
onto -%I~~), .
Proof. The assumption that GI be finitely generated implies that Nab is finitely 
generated when viewed as a EQ,-module. For every q E Q there exists therefore a 
manic polynomial f(X)E ZQ,[X] such that f(q)EAnn&N&. As Q is finitely 
generated this forces EQ/AnnzQ(NJ to be finitely generated qua ZQI-module. The 
claim now follows from Proposition 1.2. 0 
Example. (Cf. 1.11.) Let Q be free of rank 3 and let Q, < Q be a direct factor of 
rank 2. Choose a basis { ql, q2, q3} of Q with qI, q2 contained in QI . Let QI act on (IJ 
via a homomorphism K : Q,+QJ x and set A, = ZQ, . 1 c Q. The additive group of A, 
is then E[l/q, ---q,], where pI,..., pI are the primes occurring in either K(qI) or 
K(q2), and so multiplication by their product q1 ..- q/induces an automorphism. Let 
q3 act on A, by this automorphism and denote the resulting Q-module by A. Then 
the split extension G, =A, >Q QI is in an obvious way a (normal) subgroup of 
G = A x Q. By the preceding proposition cp*(Zi) =X2,. Indeed we can be quite 
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(3.1) 
and 9* is the obvious projection. It becomes apparent from (3.1) that cp*:.E~-Z~, 
need not be injective. More importantly, one sees that Ej is contained in the upper 
hemisphere, whereas Zi, need not be contained in any hemisphere whatsoever. As 
we shall estabish in Section 5 this corresponds to the fact that G is constructible (this 
can readily be verified), whereas G, need not be. 
3.4. For our third result we need the notion of a k-fold sum of a subset Z of the 
valuation sphere S(Q), defined inductively by 
C(t)=z, z(*)=z+z and $k+i)=$k)+z, 
the sum 2, +Z2 of the two subsets being defined by (1.1). 
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a finitely generated group in !J?2l~ and GI a finitely gener- 
ated subgroup. Let (N, H) be an admissible pair of G, set (N,, H,) = (G fl N, G, fl H) 
and let 9 : Q, = H/N, -Q = H/N be induced by the inclusion G, + G. If k is a 
natural number with yk+ , N s; y2NI then 
{9*(dis J&,ns(Q,im 9)C))(k)2 dis ZtVIjab. 
Proof. The Qi-module (N& has a series whose factors are sections of the lower 
central factors Ai= yiN/yi+ t N, where 1 I is k and the Ai are viewed as Q,-modules. 
Therefore Lemma 1.1 (c) yields that 
The i-th lower central factor Ai= yiN/yi+ t N is a homomorphic image of the i-fold 
tensor power of (Nab), over Z, with diagonal Qr-action. Here (N& denotes Nat, 
viewed as a Qt-module. Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 1.1 (a) then give inductively 
disZ&5 {dis,?&,,),}(i)~ {disZ&,),}(k) 
for all 1 I is k. Consequently 
dis J&,~ab E {dis zicN,b), }ck)= {9*(dis &,ns(Q, im CO)~}(~), 
the equality being covered by Proposition 1.2. 
3.5. For later use we record an immediate consequence: 
Corollary 3.4. If G is a finitely generated group in Y?nlrg whose set a(G) contains at 
most one point then the same holds for every finitely generated subgroup GI of G. 
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Proof. With the notation of Proposition 3.3 take k to be the nilpotency class of N. 
Then the proposition shows that dis C&J,,,, has at most one discrete-valuation point. 
Hence dis Z(sV, )ab coincides with its rational convex closure, and dis Z&jab = Zifv, )ah by 
Proposition 1.4. This shows, in particular, that Z&J,)~~ has at most one point. 0 
4. Ascending HNN-extensions 
We consider a group GEY??U~ which is an HNN-extension over a finitely 
generated base group G, I G. Of course, G is then also finitely generated. As G is 
soluble-by-finite one of the associated subgroups coincides with the base group Gt, 
and such an HNN-extension will be said to be ascending. Thus there is an element 
t E G and an injective endomorphism (r :G,*G, such that G has a presentation 
G=(G,,t; tgt-‘=cr(g)forallgEGJ. 
Note that the normal closure gpo(Gt) of G1 in G is an ascending union 
U{t-‘Gtt’!i~ trJ} f o conjugates of G, and that G is the split extension of gpo(Gt) by 
the infinite cyclic group gp(t). We aim at giving an upper bound for a(G) in terms of 
I. 
Proposition 4.1. Let G in !X!@ be an ascending HNN-extension over a finitely 
generated base group G, with stable letter t. Let (N, H) be an admissible pair with 
NIgpo(Gt); set (N,,H,)=(G,nN,G,fIH), and let ~I:Q,=H,/N,-*Q=H/N be 
induced by the inclusion G,-+G. Then 
z&,c_ ((P*)-‘(%$)& {[~OII. 
Here q~* is the projection S(Q, im cp)’ - S(Qt) and u. : Q- R is the composite 
Q = H/N&G/N-HG/gpo(G,) --& IR, 
the homomorphism IS taking t- gpd(G,) to 1 E I?. 
Proof. Let A, denote the canonical image of the Qt-module (Nl)ab in Nab. Since the 
normal closure gpo(G,) of Gt is the ascending union U { t-‘G, tiI i E N }, the abelian 
group Nab, viewed as a Qt-module, is the ascending union U{t-i~ Itil ie hi} of Qt- 
modules. Let d be the index of He gpo(G,) in G and put s= td- NE Q. Then 
N,t,= U {s-‘A I 1 iE N }. As Q is commutative this implies that 
Ann&Nab) = AnnzQ,(A I) 1 AnnzQ,((Nt)ab). 
By formula (1.3) and Lemma 1.1 (a) this gives 
Co *(-&, n S(Q, im Cd’) c%, c z&, )&, , 
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J%ibE (rp*)-'(~~~,)ab)US(Q,im 9). (4.1) 
We show next that im 9 and ker o. coincide. Indeed, since G/N cannot have an 
infinite strictly ascending chain of subgroups and gpo(Gt) contains N by 
assumption, one has 
=gpo(G,)nH/N=ker(Q=H/Nc,G/N++G/gpo(G,)). 
HenceS(Q,im9)={[o’]/u’09=0}={[uo],[-oo]}, revealing that (4.1) will imply our 
contention once we have shown that [-oo] eZ,,. Now G1 is finitely generated by 
assumption, and so (N&, and its homomorphic image A,= Nab are finitely 
generated Qt-modules. From the fact that A, is stable under the action of s we infer 
that there is a manic polynomial f(X) E ZQt [X] of degree m, say, which annihilates 
A, and hence all of Nab. But then L = 1 -f(s). S-“’ E iZQ centralizes Nab and uo(q) < 0 
for all q E supp(A). We conclude from (1.2) that [-uo] E&,=~, as desired. El 
Corollary 4.2. Let G be a group in !W!@ which is an HNN-extension over a finitely 
generated base group G, 5 G. I__ a(G,) is contained in an open hemisphere then so is 
o(G). 
Proof. Let N,KNt,Ht, 9:Q1-Q and s be as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. By 
assumption Zt : = _?&jab c S(Q,) is contained in an open hemisphere. As .?Yt is closed 
(see 1.2) and hence compact it follows that _?Y, is contained in an open hemisphere of 
the form Hq, = { [ut] / ut(q,)>O}, where ql E QI. Hence (9*)-t(&) G H,+,(gl,. Using the 
compactness of Z& and the fact that [-uo] is not in ,?I&,, one concludes by an easy 
geometric argument hat ,T&, c H,, where q is obtained from (p(q,) by ‘tilting 9(q1) 
slightly in the direction of s’, i.e. where q =9(q1)“‘. s with m a sufficiently large 
natural number. 0 
5. Some applications 
5.1. Finitely presented groups. We start by recalling a main result of [4], 
formulated in terms of the invariant CT(?). 
Theorem 5.1. If G is a finitelypresented group in Y?%g then o(G) does not contain a 
pair of antipodal points. If G is a finitely generated metabelian-by-finite group and 
o(G) does not contain a pair of antipodal points then G is finitely presented. Cl 
5.2. Constructible groups. In [l] Baumslag-Bieri study groups which, roughly 
speaking, are built up from the trivial group by using finite extensions, 
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amalgamated products and finite-rank HNN-extensions, where both the free factors 
(respectively the base group) as well as the amalgamated subgroup (respectively the 
associated subgroups) are groups already obtained. These groups are called 
constructible; tliey contain in general non-abelian free subgroups. For soluble-by- 
finite, constructible groups the definition can be recast and reads then like this 
[l, Subsection 3121: a soluble-by-finite group G is called constructible if it can be 
obtained from the trivial group by applying finitely many times the processes of 
performing an ascending HNN-extension over a group already obtained, or passing 
to a supergroup of finite index of a group already obtained. The group G is 
necessarily finitely generated and of finite Prtifer rank, and so in %?I~ (see, e.g., 
[B, Part (a) of the proof of Theorem 10.381 for the last assertion). 
From the fact that a(Gt) and o(G) coincide if G, has finite index in G, and 
Proposition 4.2 it is immediate that a(G) is contained in an open hemisphere if G is 
a constructible group in %%!I~. Here we prove the converse: 
Theorem 5.2. A finitely generated, soluble-by-finite group G is constructible if and 
only if G EYE!$‘$ and a(G), (or, equivalently. dis o(G)) is contained in an open 
hemisphere. If so, a(G) is finite and consists entirely of discrete-valuation points. 
Proof. The remark concerning dis o(G) follows from Proposition 1.4 and the 
compactness of a(G). Next let (N, H) be an admissible pair for G, and set Q = H/N. 
Since Z,&, c S(Q) is contained in an open hemisphere, it is by [5, Corollary 4.71 finite 
and made up of discrete-valuation points. Also there exist by [5, Theorem 4.61 a 
maximal H-linearly independent subset { ql, . . . , q,,} c Q and a finitely generated 
subgroup Be5 Nab such that 
and 
qjBOCBO for 1 cjsn, (5.1) 
(5.2) 
Let x t ,..., x, be preimages in Hof qI ,..., q,,. We are going to prove by induction 
on Ir 1 that there exist finitely generated subgroups B,s N/y,+, N such that with 
Zj=Xj* y/+tN 
XjB,~,~‘cB, for l~jln, (5.3) 
BI generates N/y,+ ,N 
asagp(Xt,..., X,)-operator group, 
(5.4) 
and 
B, contains the commutators [Xjl Rk] 
for 1 Ij<kln. (5.5) 
If I= 1, choose ie k4 so large that all commutators [Xj,Xk] are contained in 
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(q, a.- qn)-iBo and set Ei = (q, -.* qn)-‘Bo. Then clearly (5.3)-(5.5) hold. If I> 1, let 
B/_, be a finitely generated subgroup of N=N/y,+ tN whose canonical image in 
N/y/N coincides with B,_ , . Then there exists a finitely generated, central subgroup 
A c ylN/yl+ ,N such that 
XjB/_lX,i”GA*B/_I for 1 rj(n, 
and 
A . f?/_, contains all the commutators [.?jlXk]. 




the tensor power having diagonal Q-action. The image A0 of &@B& ..-@B, in 
y/N/y,+ tN is then a finitely generated Abelian subgroup having properties 
analogous to (5.1) and (5.2). In particular, there exists a natural number i such that 
the finitely generated Abelian group A I y,N/y,+ , N is contained in (q, .-a q,,)-jAo. 
Then 
B,=((q, . ..qn)-‘Ao)4?._,& 
is a finitely generated subgroup enjoying the desired properties (5.3)-(5.5). 
Let c be the nilpotency class of N, and set Ho= B,I N= N/y,+, N, and inductively 
Hj = gp(Hj_ l,xj). We claim that Hj is an HNN-extension with base group Hi_ 1. 
Firstly, xjHj_ lx,:’ c Hi_ I; for Ho has this property and it contains the commutators 
[Xk,Xj] for all 1 ~k<j. Let aj:Hj_l+‘Hj_, denote the injective endomorphism 
induced by conjugation by xi and consider the HNN-extension 
E=(Hj_l,t; tht-‘=aj(h) for all heHi_1). 
The inclusion Hj_ 1 S Hj and the assignment t”Xj induce an epimorphism ~0: E+Bj. 
Since q induces an isomorphism of the infinite cyclic groups E/gpE(Hj_1) and 
Hj/gpHj(Hj_l), one has ker (p E; gpE(Hj- I). But the restriction of ~1 to Hi- 1 is 
injective and gpE(Hj_ ,) is the ascending union of conjugates of Hi-l, hence 
ker q= { 1). It follows that H, is a constructible group containing N and preimages 
of a maximal Z-linearly independent subset of Q = H/N. So H, has finite index in 
H, hence in G and G is constructible. 0 
5.3. Remark. Every soluble-by-finite, constructible group is (torsion-free)-by- 
finite [I, Subsection 3.3, Remark (2)]. This fact and the proof of the preceding 
theorem imply the following reduction result: 
Every constructible, soluble-by-finite group contains a (soluble) group of finite 
index which can be obtained from the trivial group by a finite sequence of HNN- 
extensions. 
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5.4. Coherent groups. A group is said to be coherent if every finitely generated 
subgroup is finitely related. The soluble coherent groups have been determined in 
[3] and [7]: they are locally either polycyclic or ascending HNN-extensions over 
polycyclic groups. Here we prove (without using this earlier result): 
Theorem 5.3. A finitely generated, soluble-by-finite group G is coherent if and only 
if G E’YE!@ and a(G) (or, equivalently, dis a(G)) consists of at most one point. 
Proof. The remark concerning dis a(G) is immediate from Proposition 1.4. 
Assume first G is in ‘%%B and a(G) consists of at most one point. Then the same is 
true by Corollary 3.4 for every finitely generated subgroup Gi I G. But a subset Ct 
of a sphere consisting of at most one point is certainly contained in an open 
hemisphere. Hence every finitely generated subgroup Gi IG is constructible by 
Theorem 5.1, and so, in particular, finitely presented. This proves that G is 
coherent. 
Conversely, assume G is a finitely generated soluble-by-finite, coherent group. 
Then G is of finite Priifer rank. To establish this we can assume without loss that G 
is soluble and then use induction on the derived length of G. Let K be a subgroup of 
finite index in G with [G, G] SKI G and such that K/[G, G] is free Abelian of finite 
rank m. Then K is still finitely generated and hence by assumption finitely 
presented. By repeatedly using the key result of [2] and the coherence of G we obtain 
a chain of finitely generated subgroups 
such that Ki is an ascending HNN-extension over Ki+ I for 01 ic m and K,s [G, G]. 
By induction K,,, is of finite Priifer rank, hence so is K and G. 
Now if G is a finitely generated soluble-by-finite group of finite Priifer rank 
we infer, on the one hand, that GE!%!@ (see, e.g., [S], Part (a) of the proof of 
Theorem 10.38) and, on the other hand, that a(G) is finite and coincides with 
dis a(G) [5, Proposition 2.51. Let (N,H) be an admissible pair of G and assume 
.Z&,cS(Q) contains two points [u]#[w]. If [u] and [w] are not antipodal, then 
u + w: Q-+H is a non-trivial homomorphism. By the key result of (2) G is an HNN- 
group over a finitely generated base group Gr I n-‘(ker o)=H; here 
n:H-+H/N= Q denotes the canonical projection. Let 9 be the canonical 
embedding Q, = (G, fl H)/(Gi nlv)- Q = H/N. Then as in the proof of Proposition 
4.1 9(Q,)= ker(u+ w) and hence [uo 91 and [wo 91 are by construction two 
antipodal points of S(Q,). Moreover, they belong by formula (1.3) to Z&,oNjab. 
Thus either Z,, or _Z(‘G, n Vjab contains a pair of antipodal points, whence by Theorem 
5.1 either G or Gi cannot be finitely presented, and G is not coherent. 0 
5.5. Polycyclic groups. Similarly we have: 
Theorem 5.4. A finitely generated soluble-by-finite group G is polycyclic-by-finite 
if and only if G E ‘9%~ and a(G) = 0, (or, equivalently dis a(G) = 0). 
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Proof. Polycyclic-by-finite groups are finitely generated and of finite Priifer rank 
and hence in Y?‘?l~. Let (N, H) be an admissible pair of G. By [4, Theorem 2.41 .Z&, is 
empty if and only if A& is finitely generated qua Z-module and this, in turn, is 
equivalent with N being finitely generated nilpotent and hence with G being poly- 
cyclic-by-finite. 0 
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